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Role for Subthalamic Nucleus Neurons in Switching from
Automatic to Controlled Eye Movement
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The subthalamic nucleus (STN) of the basal ganglia is an important element of motor control. This is demonstrated by involuntary
movements induced by STN lesions and the successful treatment of Parkinson’s disease by STN stimulation. However, it is still unclear
how individual STN neurons participate in motor control. Here, we report that the STN has a function in switching from automatic to
volitionally controlled eye movement. In the STN of trained macaque monkeys, we found neurons that showed a phasic change in activity
specifically before volitionally controlled saccades which were switched from automatic saccades. A majority of switch-related neurons
were considered to inhibit no-longer-valid automatic processes, and the inhibition started early enough to enable the animal to switch.
We suggest that the STN mediates the control signal originated from the medial frontal cortex and implements the behavioral switching
function using its connections with other basal ganglia nuclei and the superior colliculus.
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Introduction
The subthalamic nucleus (STN) of the basal ganglia plays an
important role in motor control. This concept has been supported by ample evidence derived mainly from clinicopathological studies. Specifically, lesions within the STN produce ballistic
involuntary movements of the contralateral extremities (Crossman et al., 1984). Increased activity in the STN is postulated to
underlie akinetic motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease (Bergman et al., 1990, 1994). Deep brain stimulation or lesioning of the
parkinsonian STN results in a marked improvement in motor
function (Bergman et al., 1990; Limousin et al., 1995). Finally,
disruption of the STN causes impulsive responding (Baunez et
al., 1995; Frank et al., 2007). These observations, together with
the basal ganglia network models (DeLong, 1990; Mink, 1996;
Nambu et al., 2002) (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material), suggest that the STN
plays a role in motor response inhibition. However, there are few
studies in intact subjects that have tested this hypothesis, except a
functional neuroimaging study recently conducted in humans
(Aron and Poldrack, 2006). Physiological evidence has yet to be
provided at the single-cell level.
A unique feature of the STN among basal ganglia nuclei is that
it receives inputs directly from the frontal cortex, bypassing path-
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ways involving the striatum (Monakow et al., 1978; Nambu et al.,
1996), and that this hyperdirect fronto-subthalamic pathway is
fast conducting (Nambu et al., 2000) compared with much
slower striatal pathways (Yoshida and Precht, 1971; Bauswein et
al., 1989; Hikosaka et al., 1993). This raises the possibility that the
STN is suitable for quick control of action. One situation that
requires quick control is switching of behavior, particularly when
a sudden change in the environment requires a cessation of automatic ongoing activity and instead deliberately controlled behavior must be performed (Norman and Shallice, 1986). Several
studies show that the medial frontal cortex, especially the presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA), plays a key role in such a
behavioral switching process (Shima et al., 1996; Nakamura et al.,
1998; Rushworth et al., 2002; Nachev et al., 2005, 2007; Crone et
al., 2006; Woodward et al., 2006; Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007).
However, it remains unanswered how the pre-SMA achieves its
switching function in the motor system. A plausible hypothesis is
that the pre-SMA switch signal is implemented by the STN,
through direct connections from the pre-SMA to the STN (Inase
et al., 1999). Indeed, the STN has been suggested to play a role in
the switching of movement (Monchi et al., 2006), yet the detailed
underlying mechanism is unknown.
Here, we test our hypothesis at the single-cell level: the STN
is centrally concerned with inhibiting habitual automatic actions when a novel behavioral context requires a controlled
alternative action. We show that a group of STN neurons
indeed was capable of switching from automatic to controlled
action. We also show that the majority of these neurons appear
to inhibit automatic inappropriate action but others were related to facilitation of controlled desired action. We discuss
possible neuronal networks through which the STN might
exert its switching functions.
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Materials and Methods
We used two rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta), T and S, in this study.
All animal care and experimental procedures were approved by the Institute Animal Care and Use Committee and complied with the Public
Health Service Policy on the humane care and use of laboratory animals.
Surgical procedures. The monkey was anesthetized with intramuscular
injections of ketamine HCl (10 mg/kg), diazepam (1 mg/kg), and glycopyrrolate (0.01 mg/kg), and then maintained at a general anesthetized
state with isofluorane. After the skull was exposed, acrylic screws were
installed to fasten the dental acrylic head implant to the skull. A plastic
head holder and recording chambers were placed stereotaxically and
secured with dental acrylic. Eye coils were implanted subconjunctivally
into both eyes using the methods described previously (Judge et al.,
1980). Craniotomy was performed after the monkey had been well
trained for the behavioral tasks described below. Antibiotics and analgesics were administered after surgery.
Behavioral tasks. During experimental sessions, the monkey was
placed in a sound-attenuated room and seated in a primate chair with its
head immobilized. Behavioral tasks were under control of a QNX-based
real-time experimentation data acquisition system [REX; Laboratory of
Sensorimotor Research, National Eye Institute, National Institutes of
Health (LSR/NEI/NIH)]. Visual stimuli were rear-projected by an active
matrix liquid crystal display projector (PJ550; ViewSonic) onto a frontoparallel screen 33 cm from the monkey’s eyes. Water reward was delivered after a monkey’s correct response through a spigot under the control
of a solenoid valve, which was placed outside the sound-attenuated
room. The monkey was trained to perform several oculomotor tasks
using operant conditioning with positive reinforcement: a memoryguided saccade task, saccade overriding task, and saccade go/no-go task.
All trials started with the presentation of a white spot of light [fixation
point (FP)] at the center of the screen on which the monkeys had to
fixate.
The memory-guided saccade task was used to estimate the response
field (RF) of a cell under study. In this task, a peripheral cue appeared
transiently for 100 ms after the monkey had fixated on the FP for 800 ms.
The monkey was required to remember the cued location while maintaining fixation on the FP for another 800 –1200 ms. The FP then went off
and the monkey had to make a saccade to the cued location.
The saccade overriding task (see Fig. 1 A) was designed to investigate
control over automatic responses. In this task, after the monkey had
fixated on the FP for 1 s, two colored stimuli (yellow and pink) appeared
in the periphery. The positions of the stimuli were randomly determined
out of two possible locations: one in the RF of the cell and the other in the
diametrically opposite position if a cell under study had the clear RF;
otherwise the stimuli were presented to the right and to the left of center
(10 –20° in eccentricity). After a short delay (200 ms for monkey T, 100
ms for monkey S), the white FP changed to one of the two stimulus colors
as a cue. The monkey was then required to make a saccade within 1 s to
the stimulus whose color was the same as the cue (target stimulus). A
reward was given after the monkey captured the target stimulus and
maintained the fixation for another 300 ms. When the monkey made a
saccade to a nontarget stimulus, a tone signal was given for 200 ms as an
error feedback as soon as the monkey’s direction of gaze entered an
electronic window centered at the wrong target, which was then followed
by extinction of all the visual stimuli. Importantly, the color of the cue
remained unchanged during a block of trials (the number of trials per
block varied randomly: 1–10 for monkey T; 1– 8 for monkey S) and then
switched in the next block. We refer to the first trials of individual blocks
as “switch trials” and the remaining trials as “nonswitch trials.” The
interval between the stimulus onset and cue onset was shorter for monkey S (100 ms) than for monkey T (200 ms) because monkey S was unable
to succeed in the switch trials when the interval was equal to, or longer
than, 150 ms (percentage of error, 93.1%) because of very quick responses occurring in the nonswitch trials [mean saccadic reaction time
(SRT), 116.6 ms; median SRT, 98.0 ms].
The saccade go/no-go task (see Fig. 1 B) was devised to examine
whether individual switch neurons were related to facilitation of saccades
or suppression of saccades. In this task, after the monkey had fixated on
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the FP for 1 s, a peripheral colored stimulus (either yellow or pink)
appeared randomly at one of two possible locations: either in the RF of
the cell or in the diametrically opposite position to it if a cell under study
had the clear RF; otherwise the stimulus was presented to the right or to
the left of center (10 –20° in eccentricity). After a short delay (200 ms for
monkey T, 50 ms for monkey S), the white FP changed to either yellow or
pink. If the colors of the FP and the stimulus were the same (50% of all
trials), the monkey had to make a saccade to the stimulus within 400 ms
(go trial). If their colors were different, the monkey had to withhold a
saccade to the stimulus and instead continue to fixate for 600 ms (no-go
trials). A reward was given after correct go and no-go responses.
Recording procedures. Eye movements were recorded with the use of
the magnetic search-coil technique with temporal resolution of 1 ms
(Robinson, 1963). Single-unit recordings were performed using tungsten
electrodes with impedances of 1.5–3 M⍀ (Frederick Haer). The electrode
was driven by a hydraulic micromanipulator (MO-97A; Narishige)
through a stainless-steel guide tube, which was used to penetrate the dura
and was held in place by a grid that was fixed inside the recording chamber (Crist et al., 1988). This grid system allowed the positioning of the
electrodes at every 1 mm between penetrations. Neuronal activity was
amplified, bandpass filtered (600 Hz to 8 kHz), and single units were
isolated using custom voltage–time window discrimination software
(MEX; LSR/NEI/NIH). We sampled all well-isolated single neurons that
potentially had visuo-oculomotor activity.
Localization of the STN. The recording chamber was tilted 38° laterally
in the coronal plane, with its center aimed stereotaxically at anterior 14
mm, lateral 5 mm, and horizontal 10 mm on the Horsely-Clark stereotaxic coordinate (Kusama and Mabuchi, 1970). To determine the location of the STN, we obtained magnetic resonance images of the brain
before unit recording (3 tesla; Philips). The magnetic resonance images
provided the approximate location of the STN in relation to the xyz
coordinate of the chamber.
The discharge of neurons in the STN was usually irregular and sometimes occurred in doublets or triplets, giving a characteristic bursting
quality. The background discharge rate of STN neurons, which was measured during a 500 ms epoch preceding the onset of FP, was 28.3 ⫾ 13.0
spikes/s (mean ⫾ SD, n ⫽ 145). These firing properties of STN neurons
were in accordance with previous reports (DeLong et al., 1985; Matsumura et al., 1992; Wichmann et al., 1994).
Histology. Several marking lesions were made in and around the STN
of monkey T by passing DCs through the recording electrodes (10 A,
35– 40 s, 350 – 400 C). At the end of the experiments, the monkey was
deeply anesthetized with an overdose of pentobarbital sodium, and was
perfused transcardially with saline followed by 4% formaldehyde. The
head then was fixed to the stereotaxic device, and the brain was cut into
blocks in the coronal plane parallel to the electrode penetrations. Frozen
sections were cut every 50 m using a microtome and were stained for
Nissl using thionin.
Data analysis. To define a switch neuron, the firing rate during a
presaccadic interval in the saccade overriding task was compared among
the following three trial conditions: case 1, correct switch trials in which
the saccade was directed to the target in one direction; case 2, correct
nonswitch trials in which the saccade was directed to the same target as in
case 1; case 3, correct nonswitch trials in which the saccade was directed
to the target opposite to case 1.
A neuron was then accepted as a switch neuron if the firing rate during
the presaccadic interval (see below) in case 1 was significantly higher (for
the increase type) or lower (for the decrease type) than that in both case
2 and case 3 (one-way ANOVA, p ⬍ 0.05, followed by Tukey’s test, p ⬍
0.05). We performed this procedure separately for the contralateral target and ipsilateral target. To determine the presaccadic interval for the
above comparison, we first analyzed all of the data using time windows
ranging from 50 to 100 ms duration before saccade initiation with a 5 ms
step. We then chose a 70 ms window as the presaccadic interval. Our
choice was justified by the fact that the ensemble-averaged activity in the
switch trials aligned with saccade onset diverged from that in the nonswitch trials at 76 and 56 ms before saccade onset for increase-type switch
neurons and decrease-type switch neurons, respectively (data not
shown).
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We considered case 3 in the above comparison to rule out a spurious
effect derived from the difference in the monkey’s set in the initial phase
of the switch trials. Suppose that a neuron simply displays directionselective activity before contralateral saccades without any additional
switch-related activity. This neuron would not fire before ipsilateral saccades in the nonswitch trials (case 2). When the target was presented
ipsilaterally on the switch trial (case 1), this neuron would initially fire
because the monkey had been primed for the contralateral nontarget
(because it had been the target). Although the monkey eventually
switched correctly to the ipsilateral saccade, the neuronal activity driven
by the primed set may have remained until the onset of the correct
ipsilateral saccade. The comparison between case 1 and case 2 alone
would characterize this neuron as switch-related. The neuron, however,
would fire before contralateral saccades in the nonswitch trials (case 3) as
well as in case 1. The inclusion of case 3 would thus eliminate such
direction-selective activity.
Continuous neuronal activation functions [spike density functions
(SDFs)] were generated by convolving each spike with a Gaussian kernel
(SD, 10 ms). Ensemble-averaged SDFs were then constructed by averaging individual SDFs with weights depending on the number of trials for
each neuron.
To measure the behavioral differentiation time in the saccade overriding task (see Fig. 2 B), the frequency distribution of SRTs was constructed
for both correct switch trials and incorrect switch trials (bin width, 5 ms).
The binomial test ( p ⬍ 0.05) was then applied to each bin to test whether
the occurrence of correct switch trials was significantly larger than
chance. The behavioral differentiation time was determined at the center
of the first bin from which a significant difference continued for at least
10 bins (i.e., 50 ms).
Characterization of the function of individual neurons in the saccade go/no-go task was performed based on the following logic: if a
neuron is related to a saccade generation process (go type), the peak
activity of that neuron during the presaccadic interval in the correct
go trials must exceed the peak activity in the correct no-go trials. In
contrast, if a neuron is related to a saccade suppression process (no-go
type), the peak activity in the correct no-go trials must exceed the
peak activity of that neuron during the presaccadic interval in the
correct go trials. To this end, we compared the peak values of SDF in
the following time windows between go and no-go trials: for go trials,
we aligned the neuronal activity with saccade onset and set a 70 ms
window before saccade onset (we used the same duration of time
window as in the saccade overriding task). For no-go trials, we aligned
the neuronal activity with cue onset and set a 70 ms window whose
center was at the behavioral differentiation time for the saccade go/
no-go task (see below). The latter choice was based on the assumption
that, for the monkey to reliably cancel the saccade in no-go trials, the
necessary inhibitory process must have finished by the behavioral
differentiation time. To determine the statistical significance of difference in the peak SDF values between go and no-go trials, we used a
resampling procedure (n ⫽ 1000) to estimate a 95% confidence interval of the activity difference (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993).
The behavioral differentiation time for the saccade go/no-go task was
measured in an analogous manner to that in the saccade overriding task.
In short, the frequency distribution of SRTs (bin width, 5 ms) was constructed for the correct go trials and incorrect no-go trials (equal to the
noncancellation error). The binomial test ( p ⬍ 0.05) was then applied to
each bin to test whether the occurrence of correct no-go trials was significantly higher than chance. The behavioral differentiation time was determined at the center of the first bin from which a significant difference
continued consecutively for at least 10 bins (i.e., 50 ms), which was 188
ms for monkey T and 223 ms for monkey S.
The neuronal differentiation time for individual switch neurons (see Fig.
5B) was computed using resampling (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). Suppose
we had 15 correct switch trials and 20 correct nonswitch trials for a particular
neuron. For this neuron, we drew 15 trials with replacement at random from
the switch trials and constructed SDF aligned on the cue onset. Likewise, we
drew 20 trials with replacement at random from the nonswitch trials and
constructed SDF aligned on the cue onset. We then sought the time at which
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the two SDFs started to differentiate. For this purpose, we first searched for
the time bin (bin width, 1 ms) where the difference in the two SDFs was
maximum between the cue onset and the longest SRT in that session. We
then sought backward in time for the first bin where the two SDFs first
crossed (“intersection time”). To estimate the confidence limits for the intersection time, we repeated this procedure 1000 times and took the 97.5th
percentile point as the neuronal differentiation time for this particular neuron. For the comparison of SDFs between the switch trials and nonswitch
trials, the saccade target in the switch trials was in the opposite direction of
the saccade target in the nonswitch trials: for the switch trials the saccade
target was in the direction in which switch neurons exhibited switch-selective
activity (e.g., the contralateral target for contra-switch neurons), and for the
nonswitch trials the saccade target was in the opposite direction (e.g., the
ipsilateral target for contra-switch neurons). The rationale for this comparison is as follows: the monkey’s set before target onset should be the same
between these two kinds of trials (e.g., primed for the ipsilateral target) and
any switch-selective activity must appear as a divergence of activity in the
switch trials from activity in the nonswitch trials. In this comparison, we
included all of the nonswitch trials regardless of their numerical position in
each block (see Fig. 2A, n ⫺ 2, n ⫺ 1, n ⫹ 1, n ⫹ 2). This is based on the
following reasons. First, the occurrence of the switch trial was unpredictable
to the monkeys and therefore it was impossible for the animals to specify the
position of the current nonswitch trial relative to the upcoming switch trial.
Note that even an (n ⫹ 1) nonswitch trial and an (n ⫹ 2) nonswitch trial
could become an (n ⫺ 1) nonswitch trial if the number of trials in a given
block is 1 and 2, respectively. Second, the animal’s motor processes, including the motor set before cue onset and saccade preparation/execution process after cue onset, should be the same regardless of the position of nonswitch trials. Third, the SRTs and error rate were, indeed, not significantly
different across nonswitch trials (see Fig. 2A). Finally, presaccadic activity of
switch neurons was nondifferential between nonswitch trials (see Figs. 3A,
4A). In estimating the neuronal differentiation time described above, we
adopted the following conservative procedure: we chose the nonswitch trials
whose SRTs were longer than the behavioral differentiation time in the saccade overriding task (ⱖ223 ms for monkey T; ⱖ233 ms for monkey S).
Because the SRTs in the nonswitch trials were consistently shorter (Fig. 2A),
inclusion of all nonswitch trials would make the neuronal differentiation
time unfairly shorter. Second, we used an asymmetric kernel that resembled
a postsynaptic potential to construct SDFs for this precise time course analysis (Thompson et al., 1996). Motivation for the use of this asymmetric
kernel is that, with this kernel, each spike exerts influence only forward in
time, whereas with the Gaussian kernel, spikes also exert influence backward
in time.
The neuronal differentiation time for the population of switch neurons (see Fig. 5A) was also estimated using resampling. For example, as
described in Table 1, we recorded from 38 increase-type switch-selective
activities (we analyzed separately each direction of switch-selective activity for bilateral switch neurons). This means that we had 38 pairs of SDFs
(constructed with the asymmetric kernel) for the switch and nonswitch
trials. From these, we drew 38 pairs of activities with random replacement and constructed the ensemble-averaged activity for the switch and
nonswitch trials. We then sought the time at which the two ensembleaveraged activities started to differentiate. For this purpose, we first
searched for the time bin (bin width, 1 ms) where the difference in the
two activities was maximum, during an interval delimited by the cue
onset and the longest SRT. We then sought backward in time for the first
time bin where the two activities first crossed (“intersection time”). To
estimate the confidence limits for the intersection time, we repeated this
procedure 1000 times and took the 97.5th percentile point as the neuronal differentiation time for the population of neurons.
All of the statistical procedures were assessed by two-tailed tests and
performed using commercial software (Matlab 7.0; MathWorks).

Results
Switching from automatic to controlled eye movement
A critical feature of the saccade overriding task (Fig. 1 A) was that
the color of the cue remained the same in a block of varying
number of trials. Because of this feature, it seemed natural for the
monkey to start preparing for a saccade before the cue was actu-
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Table 1. Classification of switch neurons
Contra-switch neurons
Inc
Contralateral go
Ipsilateral no-go
Contralateral go and Ipsilateral no-go
Ipsilateral go
Contralateral no-go
Ipsilateral go and Contralateral no-go
Bilateral go
Bilateral no-go
Nonselective
Not tested

Dec

Ipsi-switch neurons

Bilateral-switch neurons

Inc

Dec

Contra-Inc and
Ipsi-Inc

4

1

3
7
9
1
1
3
1
1

Contra-Dec and
Ipsi-Dec

Contra-Inc and
Ipsi-Dec

Contra-Dec
and Ipsi-Inc

2
4
2
1

1
1

1

Values denote the number of neurons. Inc, Increase type; Dec, decrease type.

ally given, by assuming that the color of the
upcoming cue would be the same as that in
the previous trial. A short time interval between the stimulus onset and cue onset
could also facilitate such an anticipatory
motor preparation and generation. Indeed, saccade behavior of the animal was
different between the switch trials and
nonswitch trials. The saccadic reaction
times (SRTs), measured from the cue onset, were significantly shorter and error
rates were reliably lower in the nonswitch
trials ( p ⬍ 0.001, post hoc Tukey’s test)
(Fig. 2 A), indicating that the saccade behavior was more automatic or habitual in
the nonswitch trials. However, such automatic processing suddenly became inappropriate in the switch trials because the
habitual saccade was based on the preceding color rule and therefore was bound to
be wrong in the current color rule (Fig. 2 B,
gray). For successful saccade switching,
the monkey had to suppress an automatic
saccade that was no longer valid and instead facilitate an alternative saccade by
following the cue instruction. These additional processes led to a substantial switch
cost (Monsell, 2003): significantly longer
SRTs and higher error rates on the switch
trials (Fig. 2 A).
A comparison of SRT distributions between the correct switch trials and the incorrect switch trials provided another important piece of information on this
behavior. The animal’s performance on
the switch trials became above the chance
level at 223 ms from cue onset for monkey Figure 1. Behavioral tasks. A, The sequence of events in the saccade overriding task. White dotted circles (invisible to the
T and 233 ms for monkey S ( p ⬍ 0.05, monkey in actual experiments) indicate the direction of gaze required for the correct responses. Green rectangles indicate switch
binomial test) (Fig. 2 B), which, hereafter, trials. Note that in the switch trials, the monkey had to switch the saccade from a primed stimulus that had been the target to a
we call behavioral differentiation time. nonprimed stimulus that would become the target. B, The sequence of events in the saccade go/no-go task. White dotted circles
This temporal information is useful to (invisible to the monkey in actual experiment) indicate the direction of gaze for the correct responses.
consider whether neural activity can conSwitch-selective neuronal activity in the STN
trol the switch. Supposing there are neurons somewhere in the
We studied the activity of 145 single neurons in the STN as the
brain that are capable of switching in the saccade overriding task,
animal performed the saccade overriding task. Of these, presacthen their activity must differentiate between the switch trials and
cadic activity of 43 neurons (29.7%) differed significantly in the
nonswitch trials before the behavioral differentiation time.
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emerged in response to the cue switch, we
aligned the ensemble-averaged activity of
switch neurons on the cue onset (Fig. 5A)
and compared it between the correct
switch trials (red) and correct nonswitch
trials (blue), separately for the increase
type (left) and the decrease type (right).
Not surprisingly, the activities in the
switch trials and nonswitch trials were almost identical initially. This is likely because in both cases the monkey was
primed for the stimulus that had been the
target in the nonswitch trials. However,
the two sets of activity diverged at 174 ms
after the cue onset for the increase type
( p ⬍ 0.05, resampling) (Fig. 5A, left). We
will refer to this time as neuronal differentiation time. Importantly, the neuronal
differentiation time was well in advance of
the behavioral differentiation time (Fig.
2 B), suggesting that the switch-selective
activity for the increase-type switch neuFigure 2. Animal performance in the saccade overriding task. A, Average SRTs (green) and average error rates (orange) plotted rons started early enough to enable the
against the trial position in each block (n represents the switch trials) for monkey T (left) and monkey S (right). *p ⬍ 0.001. B, switch. Although the neuronal differentiaDistribution of SRTs for the correct switch trials (red) and incorrect switch trials (gray) for monkey T (left; n ⫽ 1426 for correct tion time for the decrease-type switch neuswitches and 711 for switch errors) and monkey S (right; n ⫽ 1532 for correct switches and 739 for switch errors). Black broken rons was much later (214 ms after the cue
lines represent the behavioral differentiation time (BDT).
onset) (Fig. 5A, right), it was still earlier
than the behavioral differentiation time.
switch trials (“switch neurons”) (for a statistical definition, see
However, when the monkey failed to switch the saccade (gray),
Materials and Methods, Data analysis). Most switch neurons
neuronal differentiation occurred at 247 ms for the increase type
were selective for the direction of the switch. Figure 3A shows an
and 292 ms for the decrease type, both of which were later than
example of switch neurons in the STN. This neuron exhibited a
the behavioral differentiation time. Therefore, the timing of onsignificant increase in activity before saccade onset in the switch
set of switch-selective activity appears to be important for the
trials when the saccade was to be directed to the contralateral side.
animal to successfully switch the saccade.
We refer to this neuron as a contra-switch neuron because it was
Figure 6 illustrates the spatial distribution of switch neurons
activated when the animal switched from the primed ipsilateral
in the right STN for monkey T. In this figure, the locations of
nontarget to the nonprimed contralateral target. Figure 4 A shows
switch neurons (red circles) and nonswitch neurons (black ciranother example of switch neurons, in which switch-selective
cles) are plotted based on the coronal histological sections (Fig.
presaccadic activity was observed when the saccade was made to
6 A). We found that switch neurons and nonswitch neurons were
the ipsilateral side. We refer to this neuron as an ipsi-switch neuintermingled with each other and that switch neurons were disron. Contra-switch neurons outnumbered ipsi-switch neurons
tributed mainly in the ventral half of the STN (Fig. 6 B).
in population (Table 1). Like these examples, the majority of
switch neurons increased their activity in the switch trials (inCharacterization of individual switch-selective neurons
crease type; n ⫽ 28). Some switch neurons decreased their activity
The switch-selective activity may be interpreted in two different
in the switch trials (decrease type; n ⫽ 6), whereas the remaining
ways: (1) it suppresses the unwanted saccade that is triggered by
neurons showed a switch-selective increase for one saccade directhe habitual process, or (2) it facilitates the desired saccade that is
tion and a switch-selective decrease for the opposite direction
based on the controlled process. To distinguish between these
(n ⫽ 9) (Table 1).
possibilities, we further characterized the activity of individual
We considered whether the switch-selective activity was influswitch neurons using the saccade go/no-go task (Fig. 1 B). Figure
enced by the color of the cue. Among a total of 54 switch-selective
3B illustrates the activity of the contra-switch neuron shown in
activities (bilateral-switch neurons have two switch-selective acFigure 3A but now as the animal performed the saccade go/no-go
tivities), 49 (91%) were nondifferential between the two cue coltask. When the stimulus appeared on the contralateral side, the
ors ( p ⬎ 0.05, t test). We also considered whether the switchactivity was nondifferential between go and no-go trials ( p ⬎
selective activity was different depending on a change in the
0.05, resampling) (Fig. 3B, left). When the stimulus was presaccade direction from the previous trial to the current switch
sented on the ipsilateral side, however, the activity of this neuron
trial. We found that 53 switch-selective activities (98%) were not
was significantly larger in no-go trials than go trials ( p ⬍ 0.05,
influenced by whether the saccade direction in the switch trial
resampling) (Fig. 3B, right). There was an increase in activity
was the same as, or opposite to, that in the previous nonswitch
which started slightly before cue onset, but this activation was
trial ( p ⬎ 0.05, t test). These data suggest that the activity of
unrelated to the go/no-go decision because it occurred in both go
switch neurons is concerned with switching from habitual to
trials and no-go trials. The ipsilateral no-go activation suggests
controlled saccades rather than switching the direction of the
that the action of this neuron would be to inhibit ipsiversive
upcoming saccade or switching of the particular color of the cue.
saccades. This hypothetical action was consistent with the reTo calculate the time at which the switch-selective activity
quirement for this neuron to switch contralaterally in the saccade
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Figure 3. An example of a contra-switch neuron (no-go type). A, Switch-selective activity in the correctly performed saccade overriding task. Rastergrams and SDFs are sorted by the trial position
in each block (n represents the switch trials). In the left column, the saccade target was on the contralateral side for both switch trials (n) and nonswitch trials (n ⫺ 2, n ⫺ 1, n ⫹ 1, n ⫹ 2); in the
right column, the saccade target was on the ipsilateral side for both switch trials and nonswitch trials. Rastergrams and SDFs are aligned with saccade onset. In the rastergrams, small black dots
represent the time of individual action potentials and colored dots indicate the time of cue onset; trials are arranged in order of SRTs. B, Ipsilateral no-go activity in the saccade go/no-go task.
Rastergrams and SDFs are grouped by the type of trials (go or no-go trials) and the direction of the target. Rastergrams and SDFs are aligned with cue onset. In go trials (top), red dots indicate the
time of saccade onset and trials are arranged in order of SRTs.

Figure 4. An example of an ipsi-switch neuron (no-go type). A, Switch-selective activity in the correctly performed saccade overriding task (same conventions as in Fig. 3A). B, Contralateral no-go
activity in the saccade go/no-go task (same conventions as in Fig. 3B).

overriding task. However, the function of the ipsi-switch neuron
shown in Figure 4 A was found to inhibit contraversive saccades
(Fig. 4 B). Note again that this neuronal action (contralateral nogo) accords with the requirement for this neuron to switch ipsilaterally. We classified these examples of switch neurons as the
no-go type.
The use of the saccade go/no-go task allowed us to classify
switch neurons into four functional types: suppression only

(no-go type), facilitation only (go type), both suppression and
facilitation (dual type) (for an example of activity, see supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material), and no apparent selectivity (NS type). Among 41
switch neurons that were also tested in the saccade go/no-go task,
the majority were the no-go type (n ⫽ 21) (Fig. 5D, left). The dual
type was the second most common (n ⫽ 12), whereas the go type
was in the minority (n ⫽ 5) (Fig. 5D, left). This is in marked
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switching that is mainly used for the suppression of habitual unwanted saccades or
both the suppression of habitual saccades
and the facilitation of controlled alternative saccades.
It was tempting to know whether the
switch-selective activity of individual
switch neurons started early enough to enable the switch. We thus measured the neuronal differentiation time for each switch
neuron and compared it with the behavioral differentiation time. We found that
58% (22 of 38) and 43% (6 of 14) of the
neuronal differentiation time preceded the
behavioral differentiation time for the increase type and the decrease type, respectively (Fig. 5B). The neuronal differentiation time was significantly earlier for the
increase type than for the decrease type
( p ⬍ 0.01, t test) (Fig. 5B). Among a total
of 28 switch-selective activities whose neuronal differentiation time was earlier than
the behavioral differentiation time, 16 were
no-go type, 8 were dual type, 2 were go
type, and 2 were NS type. Although 46%
(24 of 52) of the neuronal differentiation
time was later than the behavioral differentiation time (Fig. 5B), all of them were still
earlier than the average SRT (Fig. 5C), suggesting that the switch-selective activity begins early enough to influence saccade
behavior.

Discussion
Here, we report that successful switching
from a habitual saccade to a controlled saccade was associated with a significant increase, or occasional decrease, in presaccadic activity for a group of STN neurons.
This switch-selective activity was direction
selective and usually observed when the
saccade was switched to the contralateral
Figure 5. Population summary of switch-selective activity. A, The neuronal differentiation time (NDT) for the population of side. Importantly, the neuronal differentiswitch-selective activity. Ensemble-averaged SDFs (mean ⫾ SD) for the increase type (left) and the decrease type (right) in the ation time for the population of switch
correct switch trials (red), incorrect switch trials (gray), and correct nonswitch trials (blue) are shown. SDFs are aligned with cue neurons was earlier than the behavioral difonset. Note that, for this comparison, the direction of the saccade target in the switch trials is opposite that in the nonswitch trials ferentiation time. A further test using the
(see Materials and Methods). B, The neuronal differentiation time of individual switch-selective activity for the increase type saccade go/no-go task suggested that the
(left) and decrease type (right). Plotted along the ordinate is the neuronal differentiation time relative to the behavioral differ- majority of switch neurons inhibited an
entiation time. Negative values indicate that neuronal differentiation occurred before behavioral differentiation. Switchautomatic undesired saccade while some
selective activity is grouped by its functional subtype. Green horizontal arrows represent the mean. Bilateral-switch neurons
yielded two data points. *p ⬍ 0.01. C, Comparison of the neuronal differentiation time with the mean SRT obtained from each facilitated a controlled desired saccade;
session. The increase type and decrease type are combined together. Negative values indicate that the neuronal differentiation some did both. These actions operated in a
time preceded the average SRT. Green horizontal arrows represent the group mean. D, Frequency distribution of functional spatially selective manner, which accorded
with the direction of switching.
subtypes for switch neurons (left) and nonswitch neurons (right).
It seems unlikely that the switchselective activity reflects a neuronal process
contrast to the distribution of functional types in nonswitch neurelated to an increased level of arousal because arousal should not
rons ( p ⬍ 0.001,  2 test), in which the NS type was the most
depend on the direction of switching. However, it could reflect a
prevalent and the go type was the second most common (Fig. 5D,
shift of attention or a direction-selective conflict between autoright). This finding suggests that no-go-type and dual-type
matic and controlled saccades. However, we have no additional
switch neurons were preferentially used for behavioral switching.
evidence to resolve this issue. In the following discussion we will
Importantly, the activity pattern of most switch neurons was
instead focus on the possible mechanisms with which STN neucompatible with a role in the inhibition of unwanted and/or the
rons might participate in switching from automatic saccades to
enhancement of wanted saccades (Table 1). These data suggest
controlled saccades.
that the switch-selective activity is the control signal for saccade
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In the present study and our previous
study (Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007) we show
that both the STN and pre-SMA contain
switch neurons. The next question is, then,
How could the switch-selective activity
differ between the pre-SMA and STN? Because we used the same experimental protocol in the same animals, we can directly
compare neural activity between the two
structures. We found two major differences. First, no-go-type, go-type, and
dual-type switch neurons were almost
equally common in the pre-SMA whereas
the majority of switch neurons in the STN
were the no-go type ( p ⬍ 0.01,  2 test)
(supplemental Fig. 3, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
This suggests that the pre-SMA is involved
in the inhibition of automatic action as
well as the facilitation of controlled action,
both of which are necessary processes for
behavioral switching (Monsell, 2003). In
contrast, the STN appears to be more spe- Figure 6. Spatial distribution of switch neurons in the STN (monkey T). A, Photomicrographs of Nissl-stained coronal sections
cialized for the inhibition of automatic ac- showing the STN and adjacent structures. The white rectangle on the left section outlines the region magnified on the right
section. SNc, Substantia nigra pars compacta. Arrowhead, Electrolytic mark. B, Spatial distribution of switch neurons (red circles)
tion. Second, the neuronal differentiation and nonswitch neurons (black circles) in the STN. Shown are coronal sections of the right STN arranged rostrocaudally in stereotime was earlier in the pre-SMA than in the taxic coordinates from 13 to 16 mm anterior to the level of the ear canal. Each circle represents a single neuron.
STN (supplemental Fig. 4, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental matemany no-go-type neurons as suggested by clinical observations,
rial); their time difference was 16 ms. This finding is consistent
but we also found, quite unexpectedly, the presence of dual-type
with the hypothesis that the switch signal in the STN originates
and go-type neurons. Finally, such no-go and go actions of STN
from the pre-SMA rather than the STN influencing the pre-SMA
switch neurons were mostly spatially selective.
through output nuclei of the basal ganglia and the thalamus (AlHow, then, is it possible for the STN to exert its inhibitory and
exander et al., 1986). The anatomical finding is also consistent
facilitatory effects on saccadic motor output in a spatially selecwith this hypothesis: the locations of switch neurons in the STN
tive manner? Figure 7 illustrates hypothetical circuit diagrams
were mainly in its ventral part (Fig. 6 B), which roughly correthat can account for the underlying neuronal pathways. We asspond to the pre-SMA projection area (Inase et al., 1999). Given
sume that the no-go pathway consists of a direct connection from
that STN neurons have long dendrites that can extend nearly
the STN to the SNr, which in turn projects to the SC (Fig. 7A).
two-thirds of the structure (Sato et al., 2000), it seems possible
Because STN neurons are excitatory and SNr neurons are inhibthat STN switch neurons receive afferents directly from pre-SMA
itory, activation of STN neurons should result in the suppression
switch neurons. Together, these data support our hypothesis that
of SC output neurons. The suppression of ipsiversive saccades
the pre-SMA may use the STN to implement its switching
can be mediated by SNr neurons projecting to the SC on the
function.
opposite side (Fig. 7A, left) (Beckstead et al., 1981; Jiang et al.,
This conclusion resembles what has been shown by functional
2003),
whereas contraversive suppression can be mediated by
neuroimaging studies (Aron and Poldrack, 2006; Aron et al.,
SNr
neurons
projecting to the SC on the same side (Beckstead et
2007) but extends understanding of STN functions in several
al.,
1981;
Hikosaka
and Wurtz, 1983) (Fig. 7A, right). However,
ways. First, we showed the STN mechanism of behavioral switchwe postulate that the go pathway uses indirect connections from
ing at the single cell level. Second, a precise time course analysis of
the STN to the SNr through the external segment of the globus
neuronal activity suggested a causal relationship of the switch
pallidus (GPe) (Fig. 7B). In support of this idea, it has been shown
signals from the pre-SMA to the STN. Third, the switch signal in
that electrical stimulation in the motor cortex produces “early”
the STN begins early enough to influence the saccade behavior.
excitation in GPe neurons via the STN (Nambu et al., 2000; Kita
We showed that the neuronal differentiation time for all of the
et al., 2004). Because GPe neurons are inhibitory, the net effect of
STN switch neurons was earlier than the average saccade latency.
the STN output would be reversed from no-go to go. Again,
This temporal relationship holds even if the average efferent condirectional selectivity of go action can be explained by whether
duction delay for STN neurons (⬃12 ms) is subtracted: 1.1 ms
SNr neurons connect to the SC on the opposite side (ipsilateral
from the STN to the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) (estigo) (Fig. 7B, left) or on the same side (contralateral go) (Fig. 7B,
mated by antidromic activation) (Kita et al., 1983), 1.3–1.5 ms
right).
from the SNr to the superior colliculus (SC) (estimated by antiNote, however, that individual switch neurons in the STN
dromic activation) (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983; Jiang et al.,
often had a combination of actions (Table 1). For example, the
2003), 8.0 ms from the SC to saccade outputs (estimated by
most common type was contra-switch neurons with contra-go
orthodromic activation) (Miyashita and Hikosaka, 1996), and
and ipsi-no-go actions. According to the scheme in Figure 7,
0.3– 0.4 ms for each synaptic transmission (Eccles, 1964). Fourth,
these neurons would have efferent connections both to the SNr
the use of the saccade go/no-go task allowed us to characterize the
and the GPe. Indeed, a single axon tracing study in cynomolgus
function of individual switch neurons. Specifically, we found
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Figure 7. Hypothetical neural circuits for direction-selective no-go and go functions. A, Hypothetical no-go pathways. Red upward arrows indicate excitation of neuronal activity, whereas blue
downward arrows indicate inhibition of neuronal activity. Yellow horizontal arrows in the bottom represent a saccade to be suppressed. Shown are the number of switch neurons having each
neuronal action. Open circles depict excitatory neurons, whereas black filled circles show inhibitory neurons. B, Hypothetical go pathways (same conventions as in A). Yellow horizontal arrows in the
bottom represent a saccade to be facilitated.

monkeys showed that STN neurons projecting to the SNr also
send collaterals to the GPe, or to both the GPe and GPi (Parent et
al., 2000; Sato et al., 2000). However, it is not clear why our data
suggest the existence of STN switch neurons with exclusive connections to the SNr (i.e., with only no-go actions), whereas the
anatomical study did not find such SNr-only connections. There
may be several possibilities to explain this discrepancy. First,
switch neurons may be a unique group of neurons in the STN,
some of which have SNr-only connections. Because switch neurons composed ⬃30% of all sampled neurons, the likelihood of
encountering the neurons with SNr-only connections in single
axon tracing studies may be low. Second, even if an STN neuron
has connections to both the SNr and the GPe, their synaptic
effects may not be strong enough to produce observable changes
in firing rate in our tasks. Third, some of the no-go type neurons
may have connections to the GPe, in addition to the connections
to the SNr (Fig. 7), but the recipient GPe neurons send back
inhibitory connections to the STN to terminate the switchselective activity. Fourth, some of the efferent connections may
have nonoculomotor effects if the recipient neurons in the SNr or
the GPe have connections to nonoculomotor areas. The last possibility is interesting because behavioral switching is usually not a
local motor phenomenon but requires several different processes
such as the switch of mental operations (e.g., cognitive strategies
or task implementations), enhancement of sensory responsiveness, cessation of a set of ongoing bodily movements and orienting responses, and facilitation of a desired set of motor activities.
It is then possible that axon collaterals to the nonoculomotor
neurons in the GPe and GPi underlie these diverse aspects of
behavioral switching.
According to our schema in Figure 7, the connections between
the STN and the GPe, and their connections to the SNr, provide
many options for the cerebral frontal cortex to implement quick
control of behavior. The function of a particular cortical cell
would be determined by downstream projection patterns of an

STN neuron with which this cortical cell connects. Thus, what a
cortical input needs to do is simply to pick one or a combination
of them. Such multiple options might be an outcome of unsupervised, random connections between neurons in the STN, SNr,
and GPe. However, cortical neurons (e.g., pre-SMA neurons)
need to be connected appropriately to particular combinations of
random connections. At this point, there is no definitive answer
to the question of how the right connection might be chosen. One
possibility is that it is achieved by reinforcement learning mechanisms. Dopaminergic innervations of STN neurons (Hassani et
al., 1997; Prensa et al., 2000) might underlie such a possible plastic mechanism.
In conclusion, the STN and pre-SMA play important roles in
switching from automatic behavior to deliberately controlled behavior. Our data suggest that the switch signal in the pre-SMA is
implemented by the STN, consistent with the idea that the
cortico-subthalamic pathway is ideal for quick implementation
of behavioral control requiring a cessation of ongoing movement. Whether the switching function in these areas extends beyond the motor domain, such as thoughts and emotions, is an
interesting question for future research.
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